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(57) ABSTRACT 

A jointing holder for an optical module for single-?ber 
bidirectional communication comprises a unitarily struc 
tured cylindrical body that has the following portions: (a) an 
optical ?ber-?xing portion for securely holding an optical 
?ber for transmitting multiWavelength light bidirectionally, 
(b) a semiconductor laser-?xing portion for securely holding 
a semiconductor laser for emitting outgoing light 21, (c) a 
photodiode-?xing portion for securely holding a photodiode 
for receiving incoming light 22, (d) an optical path-forming 
space for optically coupling the optical ?ber, the semicon 
ductor laser, and the photodiode, and (e) in the optical 
path-forming space, an optical ?lter-?xing face for securely 
holding an optical ?lter for separating multiplexed Wave 
lengths. The jointing holder enables the optical module to 
reduce the number of components, to be miniaturized, and to 
reduce the dimensional deviation at the time of the assembly, 
enabling high-precision assembly. An optical module for 
single-?ber bidirectional communication incorporates the 
jointing holder. 

2 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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JOINTING HOLDER FOR OPTICAL 
MODULE FOR SINGLE-FIBER 

BIDIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATION AND 
OPTICAL MODULE INCORPORATING THE 

JOINTING HOLDER 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATION(S) 

This application is a continuation of Us. Ser. No. 10/631, 
640, ?led Jul. 31, 2003 noW U.S. Pat No. 7,086,787. The 
disclosure of that application is incorporated herein by 
reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a jointing holder for an 

optical module for single-?ber bidirectional communication 
for securely holding an optical ?ber for transmitting multi 
Wavelength light bidirectionally, a semiconductor laser for 
emitting outgoing light, a photodiode for receiving incoming 
light, and an optical ?lter for separating multiplexed Wave 
lengths. The present invention also relates to an optical 
module for single-?ber bidirectional communication incor 
porating the jointing holder. 

2. Description of the Background Art 
In the subscriber loop represented by the FTTH (?ber to 

the home) system in an optical ?ber communications sys 
tem, signal transmission and reception is mainly performed 
by a Wavelength division multiplexing system using tWo 
Wavelengths in a 1.3-p.m band and a 1.55-p.m band trans 
mitted over a single optical ?ber. 

For such a Wavelength division multiplexing system, 
European Patent EP 0 644 669 A1 and Us. Pat. No. 
5,841,562 have disclosed optical modules for single-?ber 
bidirectional communication. They are composed of an 
optical ?ber for transmitting multiWavelength light bidirec 
tionally, a semiconductor laser for emitting outgoing light, a 
photodiode for receiving incoming light, and an optical ?lter 
for separating multiplexed Wavelengths. These components 
are securely held by an enclosure through individual ?xing 
members. 

Consequently, the conventional optical module for single 
?ber bidirectional communication requires individual ?xing 
members for ?xing the components to the enclosure. This 
structure has the folloWing drawbacks: (a) A large number of 
components make it difficult to miniaturiZe the module. (b) 
The positioning of the ?xing members to the enclosure is 
di?icult. (c) Dimensional deviation tends to occur at the time 
of the assembly. (d) An intention to increase the precision 
leads to a signi?cant increase in the cost. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to offer a jointing 
holder for an optical module for single-?ber bidirectional 
communication in order to solve the foregoing problem. The 
jointing holder to be offered gives the folloWing advantages 
to the optical module: (a) The optical module is composed 
of a small number of components so that it can be minia 
turiZed. (b) It reduces the dimensional deviation at the time 
of the assembly, enabling high-precision assembly. Another 
object is to offer an optical module for single-?ber bidirec 
tional communication incorporating the jointing holder. 

According to the present invention, the foregoing object 
is attained by a jointing holder comprising a unitarily 
structured cylindrical body that has the folloWing portions: 
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2 
(a) an optical ?ber-?xing portion for securely holding an 

optical ?ber for transmitting multiWavelength light 
bidirectionally; 

(b) a semiconductor laser-?xing portion for securely 
holding a semiconductor laser for emitting outgoing 
light; 

(c) a photodiode-?xing portion for securely holding a 
photodiode for receiving incoming light; 

(d) an optical path-forming space for optically coupling 
the optical ?ber, the semiconductor laser, and the 
photodiode; and 

(e) in the optical path-forming space, an optical ?lter 
?xing face for securely holding an optical ?lter for 
separating multiplexed Wavelengths. 

The foregoing unitarily structured cylindrical body can 
eliminate other ?xing members than the cylindrical body 
itself. It also enables precision machining, by using a 
machining tool such as a lathe, of the position of the ?xing 
portions for individual components of the optical module. 
As a result, the jointing holder gives the folloWing advan 
tages to the optical module: (a) The optical module can 
reduce the number of components. (b) It can reduce the cost. 
(c) It can be miniaturized. (d) The simple operation for 
adjusting the optical axes of the optical components can 
reduce the dimensional deviation at the time of the assembly, 
enabling high-precision assembly. 
The jointing holder may have a structure in Which the 

optical ?lter-?xing face slants against the optical axis of the 
optical ?ber. The jointing holder may have a structure in 
Which the optical ?ber-?xing portion and the semiconductor 
laser-?xing portion are aligned With each other, and the 
photodiode-?xing portion is placed in a direction perpen 
dicular to the optical axis of the optical ?ber-?xing portion. 
Conversely, the jointing holder may have a structure in 
Which the optical ?ber-?xing portion and the photodiode 
?xing portion are aligned With each other, and the semicon 
ductor laser-?xing portion is placed in a direction perpen 
dicular to the optical axis of the optical ?ber-?xing portion. 
The jointing holder may have a structure in Which the 

semiconductor laser-?xing portion has a cylindrical face 
coaxial With the optical axis of the optical ?ber, and the 
photodiode-?xing portion has a ?at face parallel to the axis 
of the cylindrical face. The jointing holder may have a 
structure in Which: 

(a) the optical path-forming space has an optical path 
for'ming hole for optically coupling the optical ?ber and 
the semiconductor laser; 

(b) a slanting groove that slants against the optical axis of 
the optical ?ber is formed betWeen the ?at face of the 
photodiode-?xing portion and the optical path-forming 
hole; and 

(c) the bottom face of the slanting groove is used as the 
optical ?lter-?xing face. 

In accordance With one aspect of the present invention, an 
optical module for single-?ber bidirectional communication 
comprises: 

(a) a jointing holder in accordance With the present 
invention; 

(b) an optical ?ber ?xed at the optical ?ber-?xing portion; 
(c) a semiconductor laser ?xed at the semiconductor 

laser-?xing portion; 
(d) a photodiode ?xed at the photodiode-?xing portion; 

and 

(e) an optical ?lter for separating multiplexed Wave 
lengths ?xed at the optical ?lter-?xing face. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1(a) is a perspective vieW of the ?rst embodiment of 

the jointing holder for an optical module for single-?ber 
bidirectional communication in accordance With the present 
invention, and FIG. 1(b) is a longitudinal cross section of the 
jointing holder. 

FIG. 2 is a longitudinal cross section of an optical module 
for single-?ber bidirectional communication assembled by 
using the jointing holder shoWn in FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b). 

FIG. 3 is a longitudinal cross section of an optical module 
for single-?ber bidirectional communication assembled by 
using the jointing holder for the second embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Embodiments of the present invention are explained 
beloW by referring to the accompanying draWings. To avoid 
duplicated explanations, the same signs are allocated to the 
same members throughout the draWings. 

FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b) shoW the ?rst embodiment of the 
jointing holder of the present invention. The jointing holder 
comprises a cylindrical body 1 having a basically cylindrical 
form produced by machining a material made of stainless 
steel With a lathe. The cylindrical body 1 has an optical 
path-forming hole 2 at the axis of the cylindrical form. The 
cylindrical body 1 has an optical ?ber-?xing portion 3 at one 
end and a semiconductor laser-?xing portion 4 at the other 
end. The optical ?ber-?xing portion 3 has a ferrule holder 
?xing face 311 perpendicular to the axis of the cylindrical 
form and an optical ?ber ferrule-storing hole 3b. 

FIG. 2 is a longitudinal cross section of an optical module 
for single-?ber bidirectional communication assembled by 
using the jointing holder shoWn in FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b). As 
shoWn in FIGS. 1(b) and 2, the semiconductor laser-?xing 
portion 4 has a ?xing hole 411 into Which a sleeve 13 of a 
semiconductor laser 12 is inserted. The ?xing hole 411 has an 
inner circular face With a dimension providing a good ?tting 
With the outer circular face of the sleeve 13. A conical face 
4b is formed from the inner end of the ?xing hole 411 to the 
optical path-forming hole 2. Although the conical face 4b 
shoWn in FIGS. 1(b) and 2 has a steplessly narroWing face, 
the face may be narroWed in a stepWise manner. 

The ferrule-storing hole 3b of the optical ?ber-?xing 
portion 3 and the ?xing hole 411 of the semiconductor 
laser-?xing portion 4 are precisely machined With a lathe 
such that their axes are aligned With the axis of the optical 
path-forming hole 2. 
On the outer circular face of the cylindrical body 1, a ?at 

face parallel to the axis of the cylindrical body 1 is formed 
by cutting the outer circular face. The ?at face is used as a 
photodiode-?xing portion 5, Which has a recessed portion 6 
into Which the lens of the photodiode 14 is ?tted. A slanting 
groove is formed from the ?at face to the optical path 
forming hole 2 With an angle of about 45 degrees. The 
slanting bottom face of the groove is used as an optical 
?lter-?xing face 7 to Which an optical ?lter 8 is attached. 

The optical module for single-?ber bidirectional commu 
nication is assembled by the folloWing process. 

First, the optical ?lter 8 is attached With an adhesive to the 
optical ?lter-?xing face 7. In this case, the optical ?lter 8 has 
a property such that it transmits the outgoing light k1 in a 
1.3-um band emitted from the semiconductor laser 12 and 
re?ects the incoming light k2 in a l.55-p.m band entered 
through the optical ?ber 9, for example. 
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4 
The optical ?lter 8 can be produced by forming a multi 

layer ?lm on a glass substrate having a thickness of about 
100 pm by vapor deposition or chemical vapor deposition. 
The multilayer ?lm can be made of MgF, SiO2, Si3N4, or 
TiO2. Because the multilayer optical ?lter 8 can be attached 
directly to the slanting optical ?lter-?xing face 7, its angle 
against the optical axis of the optical ?ber 9 can be precisely 
maintained. When the multilayer ?lm of the optical ?lter 8 
is formed on an polyimide ?lm having a thickness of 10 to 
50 um or so, the reinforcing transparent glass substrate can 
be eliminated to reduce the cost. 

The optical ?ber 9 can be terminated either as a pigtail 
type or as a receptacle type. Each of them comprises an 
optical ?ber ferrule 10 and a ferrule holder 11. In either type, 
the end face is obliquely cut. 
The semiconductor laser 12 is ?xed to the cylindrical 

body 1 such that the outgoing light k1 has a speci?ed 
intensity. To attain this condition, the optical axis is aligned 
by turning and axially moving the sleeve 13 of the semi 
conductor laser 12 in the ?xing hole 411 of the semiconductor 
laser-?xing portion 4. After this alignment, the sleeve 13 is 
Welded to the ?xing hole 4a. Subsequently, the optical ?ber 
9 is ?xed to the cylindrical body 1 by the folloWing process: 
(a) The end portion of the optical ?ber ferrule 10 is inserted 
into the ferrule-storing hole 3b of the optical ?ber-?xing 
portion 3. (b) The ferrule holder 11 is aligned on the ferrule 
holder-?xing face 311 to be Welded to it. 

Next, the photodiode 14 is ?xed to the cylindrical body 1 
such that the incoming light k2 entered through the optical 
?ber 9 is received With a maximiZed sensitivity. To attain 
this condition, the optical axis of the photodiode 14 is 
adjusted by moving the photodiode 14 on the ?at face of the 
photodiode-?xing portion 5. After this adjustment, the 
holder of the photodiode 14 is Welded to the ?at face of the 
photodiode-?xing portion 5. This concludes the assembly of 
the optical module for single-?ber bidirectional communi 
cation. 

FIG. 3 shoWs the second embodiment of the present 
invention. In this embodiment, a lens-holding cap 15 for the 
semiconductor laser 12 is ?tted directly into the ?xing hole 
411 of the semiconductor laser-?xing portion 4. In other 
Words, the sleeve 13 of the semiconductor laser 12 used in 
the ?rst embodiment is eliminated. The other structure is the 
same as in the ?rst embodiment. 

As described above, in the ?rst and second embodiments, 
the optical ?ber-?xing portion 3 and the semiconductor 
laser-?xing portion 4 are aligned With each other, and the 
photodiode-?xing portion 5 is placed in a direction perpen 
dicular to the optical axis of the optical ?ber-?xing portion. 
HoWever, this arrangement may be modi?ed such that the 
optical ?ber-?xing portion 3 and the photodiode-?xing 
portion 5 are aligned With each other, and the semiconductor 
laser-?xing portion 4 is placed in a direction perpendicular 
to the optical axis of the optical ?ber-?xing portion. In this 
case also, the semiconductor laser-?xing portion 4 is cylin 
drically formed to enable the axial and circular movements 
of the semiconductor laser 12, and the photodiode-?xing 
portion 5 is formed in a ?at face to enable the movement of 
the photodiode 14 on the ?at face. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An optical module for single-?ber bidirectional com 

munication, the optical module comprising: 
(a) a jointing holder for a module for single-?ber bidi 

rectional communication, the jointing holder having a 
unitary structure comprising: 
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a cylindrical housing having an optical path-forming hole, 
the optical path-forming hole provided on an optical 
axis of the cylindrical housing; 

an optical ?ber-?xing portion provided at one end of the 
cylindrical housing, the optical ?ber-?xing portion 
including a hole in Which an optical ?ber ferrule can be 
inserted and also including a face orthogonal to the 
optical axis; 

a semiconductor laser-?xing portion provided at the other 
end of the cylindrical housing, the semiconductor laser 
?xing portion including an inner circular face of a 
cylinder coaxial With an optical axis of an optical ?ber, 
the inner circular face having a certain dimension that 
provides a ?t With an outer circular face of a lens 
holding cap or a sleeve of the semiconductor laser; 

a photodiode-?xing portion provided on an outer surface 
of the cylindrical housing, the photodiode-?xing por 
tion including a ?at face; 

a slanting groove provided at the photodiode-?xing por 
tion, the slanting groove intersecting With the optical 
path-forming hole to reach the optical ?ber-?xing por 
tion; and 

an optical ?lter-?xing face including the slanting groove, 
the optical ?lter-?xing face being a face slanting 
against the optical axis of the optical ?ber, and the 
optical ?lter-?xing face ?xing an optical ?lter and 
securing an optical path 

Wherein the optical ?lter is ?xed at the optical ?lter ?xing 
face and adapted to separate multiplexed Wavelengths; 

(b) a semiconductor laser adapted to be aligned by turning 
and axially moving Within the inner face of the cylinder 
forming the semiconductor laser-?xing portion and 
Welded at that position, the semiconductor laser having 
a lens-holding cap or a sleeve that ?ts inside the inner 
circular face of the semiconductor laser-?xing portion; 

(c) an optical ?ber having an optical ?ber ferrule and a 
ferrule holder, the ferrule holder being aligned and 
Welded on the ?xing face of the optical ?ber-?xing 
portion; and 

(d) a photodiode aligned on the photodiode-?xing portion 
and Welded at that position. 

2. A method of producing an optical module for single 
?ber bidirectional communication, the method implement 
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6 
ing steps on a jointing holder for a module for single-?ber 
bidirectional communication, the jointing holder having a 
unitary structure comprising: a cylindrical housing having 
an optical path-forming hole, the optical path-forming hole 
provided on an optical axis of the cylindrical housing; an 
optical ?ber-?xing portion provided at one end of the 
cylindrical housing, the optical ?ber-?xing portion including 
a hole in Which an optical ?ber ferrule can be inserted and 
also including a face orthogonal to the optical axis; a 
semiconductor laser-?xing portion provided at the other end 
of the cylindrical housing, the semiconductor laser-?xing 
portion including an inner circular face of a cylinder coaxial 
With an optical axis of an optical ?ber, the inner circular face 
having a certain dimension that provides a ?t With an outer 
circular face of a lens-holding cap or a sleeve of the 
semiconductor laser; a photodiode-?xing portion provided 
on an outer surface of the cylindrical housing, the photo 
diode-?xing portion including a ?at face; a slanting groove 
provided at the photodiode-?xing portion, the slanting 
groove intersecting With the optical path-forming hole to 
reach the optical ?ber-?xing portion; and an optical ?lter 
?xing face including the slanting groove, the optical ?lter 
?xing face being a face slanting against the optical axis of 
the optical ?ber, and the optical ?lter-?xing face ?xing an 
optical ?lter and securing the optical path, the steps imple 
mented by the method comprising: 

a step of ?xing the optical ?lter on the optical ?lter-?xing 
face; 

a step of aligning a semiconductor laser both in a direction 
of an optical axis of the optical ?ber and in a direction 
of rotation Within an inner face of a cylinder of the 
semiconductor laser-?xing portion that is coaxial With 
the optical axis of the optical ?ber, and Welding the 
semiconductor laser at that position; 

a step of aligning an optical ?ber ferrule, and an optical 
?ber having a ferrule holder, on the ?xing face of the 
optical ?ber-?xing portion and Welding the ferrule 
holder at that position; and 

a step of aligning a photodiode on the photodiode-?xing 
portion and Welding the photodiode at that position. 


